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1'st June, 2012
06:00

I'm at Weybridge Railway Station (WYB) (Weybridge, Surrey)
http://t.co/fWcqMXCB

07:17

Hilarious watching the Bieber fever going on. Who knew?

16:47

Survived a 'live fire' exercise with Radian6 successfully today.
Have a good keyword-free weekend everyone!

17:00

@willcritchlow I know a Product Manager at Mountain View
but not sure if she works on that specific product.
2'nd June, 2012

10:06

Closer to a solution to parcels being stolen from foyer of the
Cotton Mill. I have the name of the head of Royal Mail
delivery. #leicester

10:14

@StanCollymore yep after drinking in the Zeitgeist german
public in London on a weekly basis, that DE is a front runner;-)

13:36

Its 234 on 2,6,12. #justsaying
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18:19

The Olympic rings as seen through a St Pancras stairwell.
http://t.co/FC2t6NG7

18:37

I'm at The Cotton Mill (Leicester) http://t.co/oNubTU9w
3'rd June, 2012

11:18

Nice cover story pick for Uni of Birmingham alumni story
about Mr Moshi:-) http://t.co/85gGs0rN

13:56

Watching the flotilla on my Panasonic Quintrix 32in. With
sound enhanced with Logitech speakers! Feed from Sky TV.
http://t.co/cgRl0cV3

14:12

My Shirley thinks Kate has a little baby belly! #jubilee

21:26

http://t.co/mnKRSahX <its not just about data & theory, it's
also about how you 'see' reality that makes science 'tick'..nice
video:-)
4'th June, 2012

17:23

Orange Supporter’s Cup video http://t.co/glniGDTS via
@sharethis

19:11

Salesforce Acquires Buddy Media for $689 Million, HootSuite
May Be Next target http://t.co/xWVlg3JV via @Techvibes
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5'th June, 2012
15:28

I'm at Studio 3 Arts (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/nhb9zK22
6'th June, 2012

18:40

@Dayngr you can now ;-)

18:41

@Dayngr you should be able to DM now after a little spring
clean;-)
7'th June, 2012

06:50

On the train with everyone reading an outdoor piece in the
Metro titled 'Don't Drop off' + thinking here it means
self-control, not balance!

07:00

balance can be possible in '9-5 land' but it means letting go of
some of that self-control. helps if u know how to 'make your
own luck'!

07:01

..gotta go, just coming into Surbiton (the quintessential name
for middle england commuters ville, for any US followers:-)

17:25

RT @cri Google dips toe into customer service business
http://t.co/j3IpcYhh via @ReutersTech #in

19:16

I just reached Level 8 of the "Trainspotter" badge on
@foursquare. I’ve checked in at 35 different stations!
http://t.co/98qd9EJ8
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19:16

I'm at Barking Railway Station (BKG) (Barking, Greater
London) http://t.co/5PyhGMqq

19:44

Trainspotter badge, Level 8! http://t.co/greV4wMl <+ 'LED
badge', now I am 3rd generation of my family working in the
electronics sector:-)

21:33

'Gotcha Men's Clean Plaid Boardshort, Anthracite, 36' by
Gotcha via @amazon <yeah, shorts to wear on Lake Garda...
http://t.co/mUVP7rdC
8'th June, 2012

06:58

@twit_ashutosh @StKonrath I like the idea of combing tv and
the net with the new google tv box. and it plays flash based
streaming movies..

07:03

Funny how Surbiton station looks more like 'Camp Surbiton' in
the rain. Bless those cheeky building designers:-)
http://t.co/ovnvwEX6

07:50

http://t.co/tl2FDEAA - 12th June 2012, Cavendish Conference
Centre <shame cant make it as workshop integrating web and
social analytics!

11:55

RT @InspBillKnopp A 38-year-old Leicester man has been
arrested today for burglary, and is currently in police custody.

14:48

While my payslip has gone missing the comic good news is
that my 'Gotcha' men's shorts exported from the US will arrive
b4 the holidays:-)
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18:14

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 6
others http://t.co/b28WaxWs

18:20

@nationalexpress You'll find me just sitting in my apartment
waiting for my salary to clear into my bank acc. then maybe
go see Prometheus!
9'th June, 2012

16:23

shoes shoes shoes .. in leicester, today. #shopping #shoes
http://t.co/NQbmLu1o

18:02

RT @24h_tve DIRECTO: De Guindos:"No habrá otro sistema
bancario en Europa que esté sometido a este nivel de
transparencia" http://t.co/2nIUR8LN #rescate

18:08

RT @OfficialFOXES Denmark start #euro2012 with a 1-0 win
over the Netherlands, City 'keeper Kasper Schmeichel was an
unused sub.

18:21

http://t.co/yaKhbV6U Interesting use of the ebay-type auction
model, but with Cash Converter stores as the sellers. #ebay
#auction

20:30

come on you portuguese!

21:20

"control your feelings, so that feelings do not control you", to
quote spock's father. but that 'control' is a 'feeling' which
controls you.
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21:49

"@EYnews: The Ernst & Young World Entrepreneur Of The
Year 2012 is Dr James Mwangi of Equity Bank Limited from
Kenya. #WEOY"《congrats james!
10'th June, 2012

15:11

I'm at The Cotton Mill (Leicester) http://t.co/4xipvYqS

16:50

comparing yourself to a magic unicorn (+ not the competition)
is not easy if u cant find a friendly unicorn! http://t.co/tAAdchya

17:08

Some joker just accidentally on purpose spilled his coke can
on us. Just God's way of saying it's time for a new North Face
rucksack thanks!

17:26

Cesc Fàbregas (Spain) scores! - From the official UEFA
EURO 2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr <yeah nice
app too, thanks Orange

19:09

Sean St Ledger (Republic of Ireland) scores! - From the
official UEFA EURO 2012 app with Orange
http://t.co/uV7uFwkr <go leicester city!
11'th June, 2012

07:54

Good to know. My new boss is the ex-head of Sony India. and
previously my boss was ex-head of ebay India. I did study
India at Cambridge!

09:46

who knew the late show's john olivier went to the same
cambridge college as sacha borat choen? #comedy
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11:10

Luminescence and the Light Emitting Diode: The Basics and
Technology of L.E.D.... http://t.co/tTg0Ix7k <thanks to Rob, I'm
a 3rd gen LED!

17:27

following FR vs ENG on the UEF A app is like using an old
transistor radio, but with text commentary and pics, rather
than just sound.

18:17

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (Lambeth, Greater
London) http://t.co/M68U1yG1

18:25

I am hanging out at the Zeitgeist waiting for Shirls, now
drinking Weihenstephan (for a change).. http://t.co/bKZDkFIe

19:49

@christoph cheers christoph, I will try not to drink too much of
the lovely beer!
12'th June, 2012

06:40

I just read the article Czechs beset by armchair coaches using
the official UEFA EURO 2012 app with Orange
http://t.co/uV7uFwkr 《czech mate?

11:24

I'm at Sony Europe (Weybridge, Surrey) http://t.co/Mr1dUXwg

12:26

So lunchtime tweet? One for http://t.co/K4SotED7 folks I see
Russ, Henning and Bjorn all made it to next Performance:-)

17:52

I'm at Platform 2 (London, Greater London)
http://t.co/2g5gy7xJ
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13'th June, 2012
07:16

"@Channel4News: London is most expensive city in the world
for an evening out, claims survey - http://t.co/r3TSK0e7" <who
knew? lol

07:17

"@Dayngr: "Better to light a candle than to curse the
darkness." - Chinese Proverb" <easier said than done:-)

07:59

My 2007 DELL support blog on the fun you can have with
customer sevrice; includes creative use of PSP to fix it!
http://t.co/Ghiy5NQu

19:53

watching the big euro game with bizarely the film 'Starter for
10' playing in the background.
14'th June, 2012

06:42

M+S assistant said my card declined as I 'put it in too quick'.
Or was my claim it was (not a user but) a tech error more
accurate? #fail

06:47

i recall meeting an undercover cop on the M11 roads protest.
shame he was a bloke otherwise i would have been laughing!

07:01

"@kate_day: Microsoft 'in talks to buy social network for
businesses, Yammer, for $1bn' http://t.co/faoW8Zbg <what do
users think of deal?
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07:49

Legal Issues in Cloud Computing at the BCS on 19 June thought you might be
interested..http://www.bcs.org/content/con…

08:00

@lang_lang happy bday piano man:-)

08:08

anyone care to pint me to their blog pievce on facebook app
best practice for a pan-euro meeting i have in 1hr? #facebook
#apps

08:10

@garyturner Cool - r u playing that guitar at the party?

10:32

Like the http://t.co/lasZvgb1 clothing store slogan 'Smart is
Beautiful' - plus it only took 7 days for US purchase to arrive beauty mate!

10:38

I'm at Sony Europe (Weybridge, Surrey) http://t.co/PxotfdM1

20:00

I'm at Angel in the Fields (London, UK) http://t.co/ige1ljrY
15'th June, 2012

06:43

@BookMarkLee @BBCRadio4 ..maybe he doesn't want the
attention?!

17:03

RT @billjohnston let the sunshine in

18:08

duh! that's the second time in a row i have walked into a pub
and someone (this time france, last time DE) has scored.
#euros2012
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18:17

As Birmingham has the Jamaican team, and Nottingham has
a festival, what's my city of Leicester got? #olympics
#leicester

18:27

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 3
others http://t.co/YScltkyu

19:26

Andy Carroll (England) scores! - From the official UEFA
EURO 2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr <sitting on
the National Express!

20:20

Olof Mellberg (Sweden) scores! - From the official UEFA
EURO 2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr <coach
driver told us the bad news:-(

20:55

The final whistle is blown. - From the official UEFA EURO
2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr <blimey! england
win:-)

21:03

RT @DavidBThomas Very cool: @EdelmanDigital’s Social
Intelligence Command Center (SICC) http://t.co/lQtXMKID
16'th June, 2012

11:00

Just bought 'Professor Stewart's Cabinet of Mathematical
Curiosities'. I may not get all the maths but I do enjoy finding
the curious!

12:19

@SENtechnologies my biggest fear of cloud computing
is...that it doesnt really work when you really need it to...
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19:09

I just ousted @rotster as the mayor of Swan & Rushes on
@foursquare! http://t.co/Lio6693H

19:09

I'm at Swan & Rushes (Leicester) http://t.co/Ir2CveD3

19:42

Giorgos Karagounis (Greece) scores! - From the official UEFA
EURO 2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr

19:52

if London has the Google campus for startups maybe i should
launch a micro version in Leicester! #startup

20:06

Quality space for enterprising firms http://t.co/gqt1LczF
#leicester

20:49

I congratulate Greece's win over Russia. congrats. oh did i
say that already? i must have forgotten Greece just beat
Russia 1-0. yep.
17'th June, 2012

08:26

RT @Dan_Martin Does the UK have a cultural issue when it
comes to entrepreneurship? Tweet your comments & I'll raise
them in the session #DWEN

16:52

I'm at Milton Keynes Coachway (Milton Keynes, Bucks)
http://t.co/ch6kubqz

17:07

I'm at Amazon (Ridgemont, Beds) http://t.co/fBYutyBv

17:30

RT @cnnbrk Rodney King found dead in a swimming pool. He
was 47. http://t.co/Uhiir8mP
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18:09

I hope Rodney King caught sight of my tweet on 2nd May.

18:19

@Bookgirl96 Ah, who let the dogs out? you did!

18:32

yellow ferrari on park lane from the elevated position of the
back seat of a national express coach. http://t.co/ztGDDoYi

19:32

I'm at West Ham Railway Station (WEH) (West Ham, Greater
London) http://t.co/UwTP2B9Y
18'th June, 2012

13:06

In Silicon Valley, Eric Ries has the stage -- and the crowd is
going wild (Wired UK) http://t.co/L4F9z2lc <I've seen the talk,
but now what?

13:42

Witty comment on customer expectations - with Google TV
launch coming http://t.co/YYAF2NFX

17:27

RT @marketingcloud Monitoring the Impact of the First
#LeWeb London in Real Time, Anytime http://t.co/GVoroLqW

18:55

I just ousted Simon H. as the mayor of Duke of Sussex on
@foursquare! http://t.co/rdqtnrvF

18:55

I'm at Duke of Sussex (London) http://t.co/9T0GfsVz
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19'th June, 2012
06:51

Reading Dave Watts email to send The 'Geek Manifesto' to
MPs inspired: "No science please we're British (even though
we invented it). amen."

06:52

RT @loic Bonjour London! #leweb

08:54

Just had a flashback to when I used to play American military
march music when I worked in the NHS for some reason.
Thanks for listening:-)

08:57

RT @tim .@jamieoliver: "I really like Twitter but there's
something about words that's quite poisonous. It can be quite
bitchy." #leweb

16:02

I need a meeting room 9-5pm tomorrow in central London,
can anyone help?

17:32

I'm at Platform 2 (Weybridge, Surrey) http://t.co/nTRAGgEH

17:47

"@Queen_UK: You'd better get your hand in your pocket and
pay some tax, Jimmy Carr." <jammy Jimmy wins hands down!

18:48

The match is under way. - From the official UEFA EURO 2012
app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr

18:50

RT @rhappe Loving listening to @JillianLaura talking about
how to approach community metrics - it's like PacMan - where
do I start? #e2conf
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19:01

im only here for the footie, honest! (@ Barking Dog
(Wetherspoon)) http://t.co/cHXWPFsU

19:49

"@Channel4News: #Wikileaks founder Julian #Assange
seeks political asylum in Ecuador's London embassy:
http://t.co/254pT9Bc #c4news" :-D

19:58

Wayne Rooney (England) scores! - From the official UEFA
EURO 2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr
20'th June, 2012

07:36

RT @jowyang Early morning at #leweb, weather is fantastic
http://t.co/jBdYLN65

08:58

If Jamie Olivier says the word "drizzle" again..lighthearted pic
from video streaming y'day for a sunny day:-) #leweb
http://t.co/jvDmdjys

13:29

@hubworking thanks for the suggestion, I think we have it
sorted now but I'll make a note in case we need it next time
we're out and about.

17:12

I'm at Hugo & Cat (Poplar, Greater London) w/ 2 others
http://t.co/BZbOe3Js

19:57

I just bought: 'The Geek Manifesto: Why science matters' by
Mark Henderson<http://t.co/gFIHP7ge as way of explantion:-/
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21:30

@PankajanUmrigar thanks! I began using twitter at the
ICAEW as their first cmty mgr, and now use it just 4 fun on the
AM train to Sony EU!
21'st June, 2012

12:25

I'm at Hammersmith Farmers Market (Hammersmith, Greater
London) w/ 2 others http://t.co/TBuu54ak
22'nd June, 2012

06:10

"@stevebridger: Wet & windy. The weather, that is." As
opposed to water- and sound- proof?

06:11

"@loic: After LeWeb party for the LeMeurs (with Geraldine)
[pic] — http://t.co/9lSxnTmc"

13:06

having a meeting.. (@ Blue Fin Building) http://t.co/NYLhq9tW

16:35

humming the theme tune to the film 'Working girl' at the
distant prospect of going to NYC!

20:01

Giorgos Samaras (Greece) scores! - From the official UEFA
EURO 2012 app with Orange http://t.co/uV7uFwkr
23'rd June, 2012

13:11

love the Sun headline 'greeks exit euro' - how about 'geeks
exit ufo?' nxt time pls:-)
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17:28

Influential people + influential friends = spread products
http://t.co/MR3zfNQW via @sharethis

23:50

http://t.co/sC9BYTSD <sony up 13.
24'th June, 2012

12:49

Box clever with Xperia™’s lifetime offer! http://t.co/Idr0PCJX

15:12

@jobsworth if all else fails try to uefa euro 2012 mobile app:-)

15:22

"@Ajarvis8: Test + push yourself. Expose yourself to difficult
and uncomfortable situations. So few people do this, yet it
makes you grow.."

19:44

Trying to feel the love for Alan Hansen. Maybe I need a
beer:-)

20:20

@Ajarvis8 ok, cool.

20:20

RT @dahowlett Would someone please score a goal and put
everyone out of their misery?
25'th June, 2012

07:18

found my black dj bow tie, Sagem phone charger and twin
pack of continental plug adaptors on the wkend...007!

09:23

i think my attempt to understand everything as a 'system' has
had it pro and cons, but i wonder did england team have a
system at all?
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15:11

The Startup Failure Boom, And What To Do When It Happens
To You http://t.co/QV0XdxAW via @FastCompany <ouch!

18:20

"@StKonrath: Sony launches new Google TV set-top for
global market http://t.co/ZzCXWJQn" <better than a Smart TV
too:-)

18:24

"@alanlepo: After much speculation Yammer officially joins
the Microsoft Office division http://t.co/IhZ1w2SC <so fixing
auto-notification?!

18:25

@Cybersoc you and your slides deserve a beer!
26'th June, 2012

06:12

Olympic venues.. http://t.co/6y6cCr0K

06:43

I'm at Sony World Photography Awards (SWPA)
http://t.co/um2qacgG

06:43

I just became the mayor of Sony World Photography Awards
(SWPA) on @foursquare! http://t.co/mgO1zOOg

17:26

"@ebay_uk: We'll be listening to this later @guardiantech:
Google TV, the future of apps http://t.co/MwM9Atw4" <go go
GTV!

18:37

had an interesting quick conversation about integrating web
and social analytics, with a partner agency. now to the
Barking Dog!
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18:43

RT @iFroggy Getting ready to do an interview with
@JimKukral to discuss "Monetizing Online Forums," my new
ebook with @Skimlinks.

19:16

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/jTNWDqq7
27'th June, 2012

06:56

'Start-up envy' is the condition wher you wish you had your
own idea off the ground and funded. The cure is to stop
wishing! ..

06:57

@iFroggy pleasure I passed on the webinar link to our head of
community for Sony Electronics EU and flagged you up as a
nice guy + expert:-)

11:50

So now the Queen has shaken hands with Mr McGuinness
maybe I should raise a glass or two? After all I shook hands
with Mr Adams in 1995ish!

17:52

I'm at Sony Europe (Weybridge, Surrey) http://t.co/ch4YTH6T

18:31

So £240k for a 1 bed flat in Colindale, as vs £100K flat
Barking, + £140K grade 2 listed cotton mill apt in Leicester.
Split the difference?

20:37

@nicktheowl I can speakey with the hands not read the lips:-)
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28'th June, 2012
21:51

Get a job in a recession by acting like a start-up, and learn to
succeed by failing faster http://t.co/xfuSJGEI via @sharethis
29'th June, 2012

07:38

"@benjaminellis: Slough rated third best European micro city
for quality of life - http://t.co/CW9foqhw. There you go.
#tvblep" <Leicester?!

07:39

"@Channel4News: A new survey shows the unhealthiest
places in the UK to live - how does YOUR town fare?
http://t.co/ciafMlvF" <put page up!

07:50

@JamieIvory One late night I waved at passing taxi, which
stopped after the driver looked in his mirror and saw my
wave:-) #xmenpowers

10:14

Attached is a pic of a fragment of paint which was hanging off
a new black Bentley car. Is this lucky charm valuable?
http://t.co/QRtDLpez

10:29

just missed the office depot lorry so here's one i took
earlier..in hammersmith.. #namethatplace http://t.co/TgsscJSA
30'th June, 2012

08:44

They say 'fail to plan is plan to fail' but if u rely too heavily on
the accuracy of your plan that can lead to failure too. Morning
Italia!
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July

1'st July, 2012
11:11

Shirley was surprised by all the under-5's out with their
parents late last night in Desenzano.
2'nd July, 2012

13:28

Turn implicit into explicit value using online community
conversations? It's a wealth creation tool when you have a
great cmty mgr. #cmgr

13:30

RT @RichMillington It's still those small, tiny, exclusive B2B
communities of 150 - 200 specific people that deliver the
highest returns #cmgr
4'th July, 2012

20:24

More lucky charms spotted. Three 7's on Saturday. The Joker
on Sunday. And then three mini golden folk lightening over
Rivotella tonite.

20:28

Oh, the Joker was on a towel in the Sunday market. Forgot to
mention the 3 swans on Lake Garda which swam past.
http://t.co/kHCR88mp
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7'th July, 2012
16:08

I'm at Terminal 5 (Hounslow, Middlesex) w/ 14 others
http://t.co/bAd5Yfyl

16:18

'Spider-Man' Spins Web of Sony Products and Bing Searches
- Bloomberg http://t.co/pp3QWK5d

19:06

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/jfnHdMWJ
8'th July, 2012

12:47

http://t.co/Mof6RxNQ <one alternative to worrying about trivia
is to figure out the bigger picture behind the trivia?

15:18

i would go on about the value of trivia, customer sentiment,
etc but that would just falsify my belief in the value of trivia,
n'est ce pas?

15:23

And now to see Spider-Man in 3d with its profuse Sony items,
and actor from The Social Network and Actress from 'A'. See
more trivia:-)

15:26

I'm at Showcase Cinema Newham for The Amazing
Spider-Man 3D (East Ham, London) http://t.co/7QqLUCI4

18:08

my niece has found a new pool. http://t.co/7onjylwQ
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9'th July, 2012
09:21

The social power of trivia - http://t.co/Umnpx6PF <how to tell
your CEO why ppl *do* want to hear what *you* had for
breakfast:-)

17:54

I had a bit of luck today when I forgot to renew my season txt
but the flood water knocked out the barriers. Don't worry I got
a txt home;-)

17:56

As the words under the poster of a young Bob Dylan at Milan
Station said y'day, "Chaos is my friend".
10'th July, 2012

06:52

"@sabhlok: Galaxy tablets "do not have the same understated
and extreme simplicity (of) Apple". "They are not as cool,"
http://t.co/dGf4xKUp

08:42

Always nice when a workmate brings in choc cake to
celebrate cancer free scan result.

14:13

Thought FB Insights was broken but I was misinformed.
Sorry:-)

17:44

It's nice to have a friend called Gentle. Still haven't actually
met the guy but if/when I get to China it will be a pleasure to
say 'hi'.
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18:09

I feel for the NHS whistleblower who was fired. When I was in
the NHS I recall reading HR policy which prohibited 'unwanted
attention'!
11'th July, 2012

06:00

RT @jcrclarksonesq Planning the next series of Top Gear
today. Hammond is away. So he will be given the job of
testing the new Peugeot. In Leicester.

06:01

and to think I was taking the mickey about Rob driving a
Peugeot in Leicester. now Top gear are doing just that. thanks
guys!

06:37

Just passing the Virgin Galactic meeting point at Waterloo
Station. Where's the Top Gear team now? #virgin
http://t.co/a3bSgaUn

07:45

A new law: "The more a technological device or process is
designed to work without fault, the harder it is to fix it when it
doesn't work"

09:47

@ChaosMagick Much thanks for the 'Stigler's law' tip. How
about 'Mike's law' seeing as the male stripper film 'Magic Mike'
premiers today?!

11:01

@ChaosMagick ...that's 'Mike's law' for you :-)

18:05

http://t.co/73JgpxZ0 <overly attache girlfriend has captured
my heart:-)
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18:06

RT @Seedrs Happy Launch Day to our team - @jeffseedrs
@cmsilva @duartehenriques @dolphingod @justmeleesh
@Reenie001 @pedro_carrico @telmofcosta &...

18:15

Hi! Just to say 'au revoir' to the friendly world of community
mgmt, so as to focus on the social numbers behind the
scenes. #CmgrChat.
12'th July, 2012

07:23

So after hols in Italy it's like spagetti junction outside
Weybridge Stn. might start bring the Brompton to work if it
carries on like this!

07:29

"@BookMarkLee: The debate continues on #ICAEW CEO's
blog re his views on aggressive tax avoidance schemes
http://t.co/PfEYH75Z" <go go 'ion'

17:04

how do I get a 42in TV from Weybridge to Leicester without
paying a fortune in courier costs? a magic carpet might help!

18:00

@AnnStanley thanks for the follow, it's nice to connect with a
fellow Leicester-based online marketing professional.

18:03

@billt Venice was certainly hotter less week than London is
this week:-)

18:55

Our tube driver just invented a new staion, Barking East. It's
the little things that keep you amused:-)
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22:45

my nieces deciding that an ice lolly was the only way to go!
http://t.co/XKIZ2j7N
13'th July, 2012

05:33

It's not fear of debt that stops poorer young people going to
university | Peter Wilby http://t.co/Vjl9pYHm via @guardian
<Oxbridge = weird

06:44

@stevebridger @mashable ...a world where relationships
drive transactions...

07:54

Who told me to have black pudding for breakfast?!

09:00

@AnnStanley thanks, will take a look:-)

09:02

Analytics Content Experiments replaces Google Optimiser
(Optimizer) - Learn how to set-up an A:B test
http://t.co/qadlWS8B via @AnnStanley

10:50

Five best practice tips for optimising product pages
http://t.co/Eek9ML3R via @Econsultancy

11:28

think local, act global?

13:58

getting some fresh air.. (@ Sony Europe)
http://t.co/k1DTUM6G

16:32

Happy it's Friday as now I get to have fish n chips, travel to
Leicester and have a break from pre-Olympic tension London!
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17:44

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 2
others http://t.co/NzUMOFPK

17:50

RT @BBCLeicester Sir Peter Soulsby opens the From
Kampala to Leicester exhibition at the New Walk Museum.
http://t.co/o8xmhVEC

18:13

http://t.co/fwvEn0HH <got to make it to Comicon one year if
only to buy the posters and t shirts!
14'th July, 2012

08:49

I'm at The Cotton Mill (Leicester) http://t.co/wIMwHmIz

14:56

lovely hairdresser, lots of jokes! http://t.co/9V7REPbw

19:27

Is there some sporting event which if i mention specifically I
would be in risk of criminal prosecution? No problem IOC, you
have my 0 word.
15'th July, 2012

06:53

BBC News - Facebook 'likes' and adverts' value doubted
http://t.co/a8dWoRn5

06:58

Check out this SlideShare presentation : Ecommerce
optimisation to avoid Google Panda... http://t.co/Fc5OQkUo
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16'th July, 2012
05:37

"@pramitjnathan: 10 Habits of Remarkably Charismatic
People (@Time) | http://t.co/EPLMujU7 | RT @ashwinsanghi"
<be yourself be charismtic

06:07

I'm at West Ham Railway Station (WEH) (West Ham, Greater
London) http://t.co/42uzbuZs

09:30

@IamPramit thanks for the RTs. have a good week. SMWF
bbq on brick lane tmrw:-)

18:42

wearing olympic socks today! http://t.co/7LkziOns
17'th July, 2012

18:00

I'm at Spitalfields (Spitalfields, Greater London)
https://t.co/nnYuxOUT

18:22

oops BBC's Robert Peston doesn't look happy. Go for a nice
curry€! #bbc

19:02

"@SocialMediaWF: Not quite networking in the sun, but at
least it's not raining!! #smwf http://t.co/9xVtvbj4" <i recognise
the barman!

20:52

"@Rethink_: With our wonderful amassbador @tashadanvers
@ #4GoesMad launch http://t.co/0e3Inkq6" <i recall mental
health media, i am so old!

20:54

@chrisbrogan 'looser'
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22:41

"@TroyVera: @chrisbrogan @stuartgh "looser" than what
exactly?" <looser than before..
18'th July, 2012

06:59

RT @TroyVera @stuartgh @chrisbrogan OIC, all those "Hang
Loose Hawaii" shirts in the 70s worked!
#GiantCartoonHandInfluence

07:16

"@Dilligas66: Latent gaming: I’m a latent gamer, it’s there, it’s
just in the background because I’m too busy. –Mark Pincus
<embed latency!

17:48

RT @TheNextWeb Sony just announced a new Walkman?
WTF? http://t.co/pFB5HHDK by @thatdrew
19'th July, 2012

06:35

Man wearing Bill Shankly t shirt in marks.

06:51

I see eBay and PayPal are doing great in City AM today.
Guess that event in Barcelona last year did the trick! Ta again
for the *.ppt :-)

07:07

'A home without equity is just a rental with debt'. Love the
book title. Glad I dusted off that substitute book called 'Adding
value'.

17:19

Be nice to reply to your call but you spoke too fast in your
voicemail to recall the number. Do I have to write it down? ;-)
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17:57

"@tim_weber: Huge spam botnet Grum is taken out by
security researchers http://t.co/SUu6h3Qq" <better than
moved by a man with a bicycle!
20'th July, 2012

15:54

http://t.co/w6hFKtLB "a new service that informally brings
together suppliers and [UK] Government buyers"

17:18

A couple of v.pale looking armed police officers walking
through Embankment makes me glad to be leaving for
Leicester on the 440 later!

17:37

Harrow Green out and about today in London. #logistics
21'st July, 2012

09:40

National Express reduce advanced fares to London for 2012 |
News | Breaking Travel News: http://t.co/dXOwCBwy <thanks
@nationalexpress

14:16

I'm at Highcross Shopping Centre (Leicester, Leicestershire)
http://t.co/mi8MBekg

16:10

Look what I found on @eBay! Spirit Of St Louis Retro Phone
http://t.co/cTCWsEYa

18:32

Nice day in Leicester with new lcfc strip out and DMU grads.
Plus new Steamin Billy pub found on way to new Tesco's in
Westcotes.
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18:41

"@essexoldbird: Going down the pub to get plastered,
because @cathwiggins told us to #allezwiggo" <nicely
plastered!
22'nd July, 2012

07:33

"@BuffaloUpdate: Harvey's outing adds to major dilemma
http://t.co/T74n7nBQ" <nice report. sounds like Harvey needs
to get his groove back?!

15:16

getting out after being woken up by late nite partying! (@ The
Cotton Mill) http://t.co/oSc82BDT
23'rd July, 2012

06:35

Love the Argos slogan 'Enjoy life for less' but thinking they
pinched it off me somehow!

19:37

I'm at Barking Dog (Wetherspoon) (Barking, Greater London)
http://t.co/IlSdrF8p
24'th July, 2012

08:33

"@guardiang2: Why is India so bad for women?
http://t.co/s8TkOqYy" <OK, that's India off my travel list.
Shirley was right to be sceptical.

16:05

A mexican band in london this afternoon? but please
#namethatplace (clue is in the background)
http://t.co/zNot1h9d
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16:31

Facebook's strength is its weakness. It appeals to everyone.
Discuss in 140 characters:-)

16:41

http://t.co/CUcm24Ul server is chugging like a steam train
(slow iow)..

16:48

Correction. That's a slow BCS connection;-)

17:26

At the BCS listening to Phillip Hunt talk about "Mobile Apps
Why + How' - it's also being live streamed..

17:27

@Zahhy07 @blaisegv thanks for the retweets. I'll upload an
excel with the formula all set up to plugin your numbers and
run the calculation.
25'th July, 2012

06:50

I'm at Fish In A Tie (London, UK) http://t.co/TAlRNNyK

14:27

Likes, Comments, Shares / Posts = Engagement - now with
calcs spreadsheet formulas:-) http://t.co/WnXOy261 #cmgr

17:23

RT @in_meta_guide @stuartgh: Those people who travel in
Local Trains everyday have superpowers that's why we say
Incredible India and ... http://t.co/wjT6CDNU

17:44

On the slow warm train to Waterloo with an arm full of insect
bites and a new Sony Bravia LED TV for company?
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26'th July, 2012
08:16

@in_meta_guide I wonder if that Guardian article about
women in India has damaged the tourist trade?

08:19

Guess the name of the coffee shop in Fitrovia which has a
bicycle logo on its take away cups? #namethatplace
http://t.co/o50N196D

11:39

@metaguide did you read? http://t.co/s8TkOqYy strikes me it
may have an impact on tourism if your partner is worried
about her experience?

17:33

So managed to drop in the catchy phrase "co-creating the
brand' into today's day long meeting:-)
27'th July, 2012

07:25

Love the story that Samsung is arguing Apple copied Sony in
creating the iPhone. Or did I misconstrue? Good word that
'misconstrue'.

10:08

More on metrics..by Prasant Naidu http://t.co/aXOqKfYb
#cmgr

11:56

I wish good luck to LOCOG. I hope it all goes well.

12:01

I'm at BCS - The British Computer Society (London)
http://t.co/OVr00M4O
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12:26

Saw my ex healthy schools workmate now jazz singer as i
whizzed along on my barclays bike today - see
http://t.co/Ogs0Q3HG if u like jazz

15:08

fish n chips at 7 for me:-)

16:07

In Facebook Page stats: 'Reach' / 'Talking about this' x 100 =
'Virality' %

16:12

In Wisemetrics the Facebook Page engagement key stat:
'Talking about this'/ number of your page posts/ 'Reach' x 100
http://t.co/o5frpeNV

16:13

I hope I understood those stats correctly, seeing as it's Friday
PM/start of the Olympics x fish n chips = chance of error:-)

17:16

Centre of London is like a fortified city. Lucky for me I spotted
a chap outside Buck Palace with a bunch of keys going in the
side door!

17:45

RT @tipexxed My Leicester lists is out! http://t.co/YKaw3DPc
▸ Top stories today via @stuartgh @loughecho
@LeicesterCncl

17:55

RT @OurOlympics “@JasonNParkinson: Police have banned
#CriticalMass from north of Thames, section 12 public order
act. http://t.co/jenioIKl” #totalpolicing

17:59

@CNET Google's version of Siri is better as draws on larger
database, my 'Valley source' says. But who will put it to the
test?
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19:00

RT @lang_lang Performers at tonight's Opening Ceremony
include several of my friends... Stay tuned to see which ones!
#Olympics

19:05

I'm at Victoria Coach Station (London, Greater London) w/ 9
others http://t.co/hfayih0g

19:18

French coach driver shouts 'paris, paris' but no one steps
frwd. we're going to leicester!

19:19

"@iambrianjones: here come the red arrows over east london"
<duck!

19:29

@rachelbeer I much prefer professional pickpockets to the
unprofessional ones;-)

20:14

@willcritchlow I agree, media please keep calm and carry on.

20:31

@jowyang Of course to be socio-technically correct the term
should be 'Augmented Normality'.

20:36

"@t3dotcom: Supposed 'Sony Xperia Mint' images leak:
http://t.co/CzILOP2P"

20:58

I am in Buckinghamshire. Seems appropriate somehow!

21:45

"@hkanji: Zynga insiders who cashed out at pretty much the
right time http://t.co/Q4WQz7Rl" <I think I know someone who
went to work for Z..
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28'th July, 2012
06:49

@MjSengokuMash @CNET OK thanks for the key timeline
point on Google vs Apple Siri.

09:48

@MjSengokuMash @CNET Still wouldn't it be great to have a
test of the two sysems side-by-side, Google's vs Apple's?

18:52

@NameThatPlace Correct sir!

19:04

@MjSengokuMash @CNET @Jon4Lakers Cool, I'll take a
look (a good test for my new Google TV box too using
YouTube;-)
29'th July, 2012

07:51

"@Penenberg: Vanity Fair takes down Microsoft's CEO Steve
Ballmer... http://t.co/eIcgvnZI" <great on performance sys
which hurts innovation!

11:25

@metaguide Bes to come back to it a year's time and see if
the tourism figures have been affected then.

17:17

One's family saying 'cheese' th'other week:-)
http://t.co/ULrw1IEt

18:11

I'm at Bedford Railway Station (BDM) (Bedford, Bedfordshire)
http://t.co/9TPgGLTE
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30'th July, 2012
06:04

Our C2C train driver decides it was a case of bad brakes and
ends up half way down the platform this morning:-) it's the
Olympics!

07:00

http://t.co/Tpg1rTNW I spotted a Palestinian scarf wrapped
around baptist preacher Robert Hall's left ankle. Interesting
use of iconography?

09:11

BBC News - Pussy Riot members go on trial in Moscow
http://t.co/Pex2Bu4m <and all they wanted was an easy life:-)

09:30

Siri vs. Google Search (Jelly Bean): http://t.co/hqhA6bT9 via
@youtube <Google Search appears to win, do you agree?

20:40

I love the laughter in the background at Lovefilm customer
service. Shame extending my payment yoliday was no
laughing matter! Bless:-)

20:41

yoliday = holiday. of course:-)
31'st July, 2012

06:31

This is supposed be the most 'social' of Olympics to date. Is
that in a trad' top-dwn, 'we LOCOG, u the crowd' way, or a 'I
am' btm-up way??

06:40

Nice to have the warning about Olympic travel in place
though. So far no worries on Jubilee Line in the AM: avoiding
West ham stn in the PM.
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06:41

Hard to have best of both world's when IOC calling the shots I
assume is the official line from likes of Hunt and Coe?

06:43

And after all they blew all their creativity budget in hiring Mr.
D. Boyle to stage the opening ceremony!

07:06

"@Bonobos: Just balling in the park #Cannonballing
http://t.co/TLAm0msU" <what's this crazy cannonballing craze
I've heard so little about?!

12:57

@Bonobos any chance u have some basic instructions on the
art of #cannonballing per chance?

13:19

Google TV Hangout On Air Series: #SonyGoogleTV
Discussion: http://t.co/X1k9mkNO via @youtube

17:26

@bonobosninjas OK this is gonna be one for the Sony gym
staff to help me with! #cannonballing

19:02

"@Mazi: Google acquires Wildfire, the Facebook-focused
marketing startup http://t.co/RwZHXXw7" <wow, that i did not
expect:-)

19:48

RT @TeamGB GOAL! Fantastic start for @TeamGB as they
put a goal past Brazil, the first the South Americans have
conceded in over 180 minutes! #Football
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August

1'st August, 2012
18:50

I'm at Zeitgeist @ The Jolly Gardeners (Lambeth, Greater
London) [pic]: http://t.co/u5Bll61K
2'nd August, 2012

05:55

I'm at Platform 5 (Barking Railway Station (BKG), Station
Parade, Barking) http://t.co/BZoGXOrF

06:43

@ShawnUpchurch ..but only if you take it seriously:-)
#leadership

06:48

"@blaisegv: The Lean Community http://t.co/N0EvosHf
#cmgr" <nice one!

08:01

I just left a comment in "The Lean Community"
http://t.co/E6uajwIV

09:12

Applying lean start-up principles and practice to building
communities http://t.co/cVSqgDVZ via <includes link to
http://t.co/crpbi5Jd:-)

09:24

Social psychologist creates machine to visualise how
serendipity works (Wired UK) http://t.co/Nq6YmhWK <nice!

12:10

@gecko84 killed on his bike yesterday, just discovered.
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19:21

two things i like in a woman. one of them is a sexy sounding
voice. thanks for listening:-)
3'rd August, 2012

12:23

Smart move putting the guy from 'No Country for Old Men'
into the new Bond flick 'Skyfall'. It gives the bad guy some
street cred:-)

15:32

Nice 1 bed flat for sale in King St, Leicester £125K http://t.co/rpq88Yii <that's in my Cotton Mill; beats £135k for 1
bed on New Walk :-)

15:36

@stuartgh And here's that 1 bed New Walk property for £10K
more - http://t.co/UFPiL1Q0 #justsaying

15:39

@stuartgh A little of the Victorian history of the Cotton Mill, a
grade II listed building dating from the 1840's:
http://t.co/G15wNbTu

15:45

@stuartgh I once worked in nxt door Pilot House - my flat is
hidden btwn the two - & it required planning permission just
for its corridor!

16:12

Oh yeah and the guy who owned the flat b4 me, the very 1st
owner, is a sci-fi fan who teaches ppl how to make holograms
for a living:-)

16:22

Beach volleyball about to start on Horseguard's Parade (I just
asked the steward). I have spent all my money on txts to, er,
Leicester:-)
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17:19

@DerrenBrown Wishing I was there:-)

17:26

I'm at Thomas Cubitt (44 Elizabeth St., at Ebury Mews,
Belgravia) http://t.co/8dAkPllC <Southwold Bitter on tap, plus
posh ladies in situ:-)

17:32

'Tomtom' how can u have a cigar shop which is the name of a
popular satnav? http://t.co/25JQBvR1

17:43

@stuartgh @tomtomcigars thanks again for the cigar:-)
4'th August, 2012

09:57

Dear Uni of birmingham ta for the alumni letter asking to
support autism research. I have already given to NAS, in form
of consultancy ta.

14:02

Carnival day in leicester today. procession at the clock tower,
somewhere:-) #leicester http://t.co/I6loxHX2

14:07

Staying with musical theme I've bought a 'hits of the fifties' CD
from charity shop, that forgotten decade which gave birth to
rock n roll!

14:34

Leicester mrket seen through the windows of Rossa's..
http://t.co/XRwJY7k3

14:40

Thus Wrote a Desi Amreekan: The dilemma of pricing - What
should Microsoft charge for the Surface tablet?:
http://t.co/NazXzgSi
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14:42

RT @lcfc1884 @leicspolice #carnival http://t.co/Q3EhLCm0

19:02

When Barnaby and I pitched to Burberry this striking image
was on the walls of their HQ..do they elevate the brand?!
http://t.co/Tb4xDO0J

23:11

RT @Subvertmagazine If u've hit a bumpy rd on ur journey &
need some support - the doors are now OPEN! http://t.co/JtPcDHxt

23:14

love the advert from nike, was it, about 'greatness', that ends
with a little kid jumping in a big pool, hilarious!

23:18

@Subvertmagazine Watching de Niro and Pacino thanks!

23:31

@Subvertmagazine And liked de Niro in 'Limitless'. Good luck
with your business proposal on that note:-)
5'th August, 2012

18:11

Leaving Leicester station a young boy was running along the
platform and waving his mum goodbye: super true!

18:47

RT @AlexBalfour2012 Yes, it really did happen.
http://t.co/yv8slLpQ

20:03

@kluoma @benhuh i disagree..complex strategy with simple
execution is called 'plectic'. Simple and complex part of the
same whole, allowing!
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6'th August, 2012
07:05

Had a dream (hat tip to @MarsCuriosity) about me and ppl
mtg extra-terrestials. then spotted this sign on train!
http://t.co/Kg2zK34t

09:48

RT @MattGubba "Successful people are always looking for
opportunities to help others. Unsuccessful people are asking,
What’s in it for me?" Brian Tracy

16:55

RT @DaveWaite Apple co-founder Wozniak sees trouble in
the cloud - Yahoo! News Canada http://t.co/6d1Xqfpz

18:21

dear BBC pls show a repeat of the 100m final. 10,9,..

18:30

@stuartgh oh ok no repeat, lets head for the pub then!
7'th August, 2012

11:22

Cool, I've had virus spam from a named Facebook employee.
Now I don't know whether to laugh or cry:-)

17:55

@rhappe ironic how entrpreneurs also rage vs govt, and dont
rage vs business;-)

18:28

RT @LithiumTech Lithium Welcomes Back the #playstation
Community w/ a contest - Enter a #haiku, win a VITA:
http://t.co/JQQJ2QV0 http://t.co/nANIdaJM
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8'th August, 2012
06:08

Spotted a guy getting in trouble with police this morn at West
Ham after complaining about one-way Olympic walk lanes!
#london2012

06:50

Spotted a lovely Luthansa jumbo on way to Heathrow. We will
be there on the 4th for flight to Berlin IFA 2012 baby!

07:01

RT @willcarling Brazilian rugby shirt! Great isn't it & the fact
that they are so keen to grow the game there #letshelp
http://t.co/nmuDnuOl

07:08

@alexbrookey sounds like they dropped the newspaper
accidentally on purpose!

16:56

Time to head to the Zeitgesit Pub now that I have run out of
ways to interpret Facebook Insights data (post level:-) ..

19:34

Sipping a pint of 'Landlords' outside St James in Clerkenwell.
One year on! http://t.co/rruuNw2D

19:57

RT @appsifyme @MaxSchleiffer We're up and running now!
:))
9'th August, 2012

06:42

A year ago today I was picnic-ing out the back of John Lewis
Oxford St. Today I go back to take my Antler suitcase for
repair. Coincidence?!
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10:09

'How to build great apps from start to finish', BCS video now
online with talk from Phillip Hunt of Mobikats.
http://t.co/deso5vhz #apps

10:57

@tmyoungman @ecotricity I've been to Stroud & even met
the folks at Ecotricity, but never got to meet the CEO.
Congrats!

12:13

That's Sony EU HQ hiding behind the bushes!
http://t.co/nV2pNoRC

12:15

RT @Dayngr Yes!!! RT @leaderswest How Samuel L.
Jackson singlehandedly saved the Social Media Olympics
http://t.co/pPX8ewQZ

16:56

@GrahamHill Or designed financial products based on
complex adaptive systems better, which may have been super
scary in the wrong hands:-)

17:29

@GrahamHill Why accountants of course! Why do you think I
helped launch the first online cmty for UK's chartered
accountants in 2007-08? :-)
10'th August, 2012

06:14

RT @ruskin147 They're out! My social media medallists - feel
free to disagree but here are my top tweeters, pics & teams
http://t.co/kEd1QOFr
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07:06

Saw the women's boxing gold at Sony gym, and the 200m
final at the Barking Dog, with a lady shouting "money and
power that's what I like!"

10:21

Was in Nero's today with a MA lecturer who said his students
lack a sense of humour. All came about due to a joke I made
with the barristas!

19:46

"Did you know the nickname for the http://t.co/2sxuWITb logo
is 'Shoppy'?" @ http://t.co/2sxuWITb HQ: http://t.co/tZXvHiKY
#foursquare
11'th August, 2012

12:36

RT @nytimes Op-Ed columnist @FrankBruni on Paul Ryan:
"He's a transformative choice-and a seriously, seriously risky
one." http://t.co/h5BlzffB

12:56

https://t.co/ylp27PDM can charge me a fee for making the
payment and printing the txt. On top of fee to Showcase
Cinema. Nice one!

12:58

"@iowahawkblog: Paul Ryan represent Obama's most
horrifying nightmare: math." LOL!

17:14

"@ElliottQuashie: This scout hut in thurnby lodge is the most
stupid thing Ive ever heard" <I learned judo @ Thurnby Lodge
when I was a kid!

22:51

@sparker. The second. As circumstances change.
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22:58

"You know what a baby is. Stay away from one." (Re-working
the line of advice given in 'Peggy Sue Got Married'.)
12'th August, 2012

20:18

Missing the opening ceremony just...by whizzing by on the
Hammersmith line. Now in Ray Winston's Plaistow. Nearly
home!

20:49

RT @billt Please can it end with a 100ft Zebedee bouncing in
and saying "Time for bed" ? pleeeasse?

20:55

RT @sunnysingh_nw3 Nicest thing about #closingceremony
is just the unadulterated joy of the athletes

20:58

"@bengoldacre: i wish it to be known that my lovely ex
girlfriend lucy bundy is the UK's pre-eminent Kate Bush
impersonator." <impressive:-)

21:01

BraAAR what? Bra-zil (say it in a deep east-end accent)
13'th August, 2012

07:17

Olympic signs to Rio on Wellington's birthday, guess it means
we're going to Brazil then? http://t.co/bLr7yE6R"

07:19

@BBCr4today So no Peter Hitchens dancing the Samba in
Rio in 4 years then?
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14'th August, 2012
11:34

RT @AxelS An extraordinary team of busness owners,
managers, social media practitioner joined forces
http://t.co/Q4A8uUWH #DSEU

14:03

Great advice on launching a new tech business from 20+
business people, in answer to 1 question from a start-up:-)
http://t.co/jFA2tz8c

21:08

Yeah a night of drinking 'Tea' beer and talking about
whatever. Beats staying at home and uploading a 'blog post'
me thinks:-)

21:13

Wow, hilarious, my KPI slides on Slideshare have taken me
over the 10k views mark. Had to happen sometime. But KPIs?
Thank u Sift Groups!

23:10

Wow, hilarious, my 2nd-hand Brompton has been stolen in
Barking earlier this eve. Had to happen sometime. But now?
Thank u ETA insurance!
15'th August, 2012

06:40

Looking at the http://t.co/rxPxZ8hW travel ad with 2 happy
ladies' pics: but surely India's not fun for ladies, according to
the Guardian?!
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16'th August, 2012
05:59

Love the fact that my Klout score has gone through '40'
thanks to a general tweak at their end. Shame 'social intel'
ain't a 'topic' though!

06:48

Five things B2B businesses can learn from Groupon's demise
http://t.co/TiFprgsW via @Econsultancy <"no hugs, no
learning"..

06:54

"@AndrewCarrier: Bloomberg: Kazuo Hirai on Where He's
Taking Sony http://t.co/qR9dylCq" <disclaimer: I read this
while on the train to Sony

08:17

Sisters causing a stir with sweet creations - Top stories http://t.co/0gmhTeZq http://t.co/uULw69Og <hi my nieces, a
Boston Brownie pls!

19:31

Stuart Hall School Searching for Historic Concrete Blocks
http://t.co/reH9vTNW <give the blocks back now!
17'th August, 2012

07:12

@ianmcleary I may buy a FB share as a souvenir at $15 to
add to my one eBay share (..which has actually gone up in
price by comparison:-)

11:04

@ianmcleary Now that's what I call a 'Hackathon'!

17:44

@rhappe My fav saying from working (v.briefly) in travel
industry..."You can request, but we can't guarantee"...LOL!
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18:40

@IanGriffin75 Sorry missed that. Who is the luxury sock
manufacturer based in Leicester?

21:52

@IanGriffin75 Thanks, I wanted to see if I could track down
their factory shop.
18'th August, 2012

18:04

#pussyriot I may have to drag my 'reclaim bedlam' shirt bk to
London and wear it around Barking on bank holiday monday
as a silent protest!

18:46

@HallyMk1 it's really a #pussyriot protest gig;-)
20'th August, 2012

07:15

10 days to IFA 2012:

09:26

Reminded that I went through 2 re-orgs in NHS, then re-org at
http://t.co/nPxmdCzW, from huge pub sector to global
e-comm. I keep moving..

18:36

@zeitgeistlondon re-install the printer driver software after first
deleting is one possible solution. I would go for a pint
otherwise:-)

18:43

@SirKenRobinson Are you sitting comfortably? As this will
take 30 years to explain fully and properly;-)
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21'st August, 2012
07:15

News flash: the world doesn't want saving;-)

07:18

@andypiper @SW_Trains Mystery misery?

07:49

"@DavidGurteen: If you want truly to understand something,
try to change it. Kurt Lewin http://t.co/0wMXKFRn" <+ then
stop:-)

10:10

“Failure is not a single, cataclysmic event. You don’t fail
overnight. Instead, failure is a few errors in judgement,
repeated every day.”

15:25

I've made plans for IFA - Home http://t.co/1klhQhFG
22'nd August, 2012

06:01

"@ITProPortal: Is Zuckerberg being targeted by Silicon Valley
"buillies"? http://t.co/hvBe24KN" <the anti-social network are
out to get him?

19:43

RT @Quip_Wit Dyson is the Tesla of home appliances.
23'rd August, 2012

11:46

6 days to IFA 2012 - well at least to the press conference:-)

17:25

Drinking Snecklifter (pint of, therein) at the Barking Dog
(Wetherspoons) and all that.
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17:44

@WallStreetWalks I hope it includes where the soldier from
the Leicestershire Regiment lost his no.17 button in the
'revolutionary wars'!
24'th August, 2012

06:00

@OwenThomasTV @BloombergTVWrld Perhaps Mr
Armstrong will simply buy a farm and raise some chickens?

06:49

They say 'fix your roof while the sun shines" + that's what
they're doing at Vauxhall Stn right now (overlooked by James
Bond's HQ)..#tgif

06:54

If Virgin is a 'customer service company that runs trains' then
your company is (pls fill in the blank space..and post it up at
the nxt mtg)

07:47

"@cri: Samsung Opens New Apple Store In Australia
http://t.co/0CIXTRpF" <australia as in 'down-under'..

11:10

I'd love to write a sci paper on why sci works in general but
not when applied to the individual, but I have no time. Any
takers?!

11:36

Archaeologists begin dig to uncover grave of Richard III in
Leicester - http://t.co/AQWF6ZSb via @Independent <i am
there tonight:-)

11:48

@SueOnTheWeb Yep, digging starts tomorrow so guess u
can say u can find me at a council car park in Leicester this
bank hol wkend!
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13:19

Is King buried in Leicester car park? Dig to search for Richard
III's remains http://t.co/RqPlzSdX <shows location where dig
will be:-)

16:54

"@SamiraAhmedUK: Apparently Richard III was buried under
a carpark in Leicester. Flippin' 60s urban planners." <actually
tarmac'd in 1914!

17:56

Breakfast at Sony with a new underwater Handycam in the
background for compamy! http://t.co/PyDOzVKq

18:32

Funny, there's a little chap at the chippie who got my zombie
walking joke:-)

20:55

RT @SciAm http://t.co/pZMywuyL
25'th August, 2012

10:02

"@cri: Samsung: Apple verdict could cost consumers
http://t.co/mpBuVi1n" <and so Samsung miscalculated..

10:12

Samsung played a game of chicken and lost. Or did it?
http://t.co/lLw2BhEi via @TNWinsider

13:59

Taking shelter in Morrisons tearoom as the rain comes down
like cats and dogs. I like any excuse for a cuppa!
http://t.co/2xeMsmHu

13:59

RT @rafat Wow RT @_gsullivan_: Multiple exposure shot of
takeoffs at Hanover airport http://t.co/Fhp1H3pg
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15:17

One ligne roset sofabed after drycleaning. http://t.co/xlTdKoly

17:51

Can we please find an 'expert' who will say it's v.unsure
whether the Apple vs Samsung case is 'good or bad' for the
beloved consumer?

17:57

"@jackschofield: The best value laptops for less than £350, by
me http://t.co/qqz5hOYa ~~ Better still, buy a printed copy! ;-)"
<chip list!

18:27

Er, my T shirt looks happy to be at the Swan + Rushes (first)
Sci-Fi Beer Festival. AKIRA style! #leicester
http://t.co/JM31mM0y

18:34

http://t.co/JeGOyKnC <if the Apple vs Samsung $1bn news is
too much info, why not learn to sound like chewbacca in 4
easy steps?!
26'th August, 2012

12:43

Today's 'Skyride' in Leicester pictured outside the Richard III
archeaological dig site at Greyfriars.' #leicester
http://t.co/GFrTp3fs
27'th August, 2012

09:26

Having fun watching Stones at Copacabana Beach in 2006
with help of Google TV, and using the Media Remote app on
my Xperia as a remote!
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12:09

RT @BookMarkLee Liked this blog post: Unconfidence: The
Essential Ingredient to Crazy Stupid Success
http://t.co/EgNh9Y87

12:11

RT @KasabianHQ Lot of love for Leicester in the house!
#leeds2012 http://t.co/YZjM4poj

20:55

The country + western music in the bar fight scene in 'Paul' is
dead similar to the track used by Ruski fan tribute vid to Dr
Who's Moffat!
28'th August, 2012

06:35

@CosmopolitanAU Russell and Geri? It's not what I expected
to hear at 07:34 waiting for my train at London Waterloo, but
hey why not?

06:41

@ruskin147 Maybe see u at IFA 2012 (though as it's a huge
show, and one is only there for 1 day probably not:-)

06:45

@ruskin147 if I spot a story that doesn't involve Apple and
Samsung in the same 140 characters I'll be sure to tweet!

07:16

Great to see Samsung employees on the shuttle bus this
morning. Now whatever you do don't mention Apple/play with
your iPhone/etc. Thanks!

15:04

RT @uniofleicester Search for Richard III - Expect an update
from the University later this afternoon via Twitter and on our
website
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20:35

Awkward! Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer Hired A New CMO
While The Current CMO Was On Vacation
http://t.co/bwUrcqlE <oh really!
29'th August, 2012

06:42

http://t.co/VxY1yRU0 I like it a cycle website that 'closes'
between 2am and 7am. Except it's after 7 and it still says
closed!

07:18

On the way to the virtual start of IFA with the big boss
streaming at 3.15pm today live from Berlin:-)

08:53

RT @EricJayToll @DaveCherry12 : New computer virus
attack. UPS sends email about "Shipment Status #." Don't
click--downloads virus and shuts down PC.

10:08

Sony's R&D head Shoji Nemoto said Monday that research
should focus more on customer aims + not be so
inward-looking:-) http://t.co/QJbyt03K

12:09

@ruskin147 As you're not going to IFA keep in touch with
Sony action with #Sony_IFA tag. CEO Kazuo Hirai is up from
3pm (BST) today, btw.

17:24

RT @Leetomes Film & Media Weekly is out!
http://t.co/xfnQ1k30 ▸ Top stories today via @sweepingnation
@stuartgh @AlexanderNM

17:26

RT @uniofleicester The search for Richard III - Update
Wednesday 29 August http://t.co/T6IQ72NU
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18:28

@bm_ Surely someone's got to make 'talking to yourself' into
an app for the digital age?!
30'th August, 2012

05:57

I have officially 'gone off' the Zeitgeist pub in Vauxhall. No
reason, apart from the 1hr journey back home. Time for
somewhere closer:-)

06:09

Good morning Ernst & Young? http://t.co/pA1GO0mK

06:33

Sorry Co-op members' offer but a Dell V313W for £34.99 is
not as good a deal as it sounds when you read the reviews
etc. Please try harder!

07:05

@duncanbrodie Wednesday was pretty successful.

07:17

"@RichardWiseman: Just posted: Funny or cruel – you
decide! http://t.co/DfiyD8zx" <repetition, repetition, repetition..

18:46

RT @heatherAtaylor Wow! @asylumfilms have just been
ripped off by @Leoburnett - not the way an agency should be
run! http://t.co/5y0btWtU

20:05

RT @uniofleicester The Search for Richard III - Update
Thursday 30 August http://t.co/1zZ0zdOm

20:06

RT @brianfmoylan @TIME Leicester is a "City", and we have
car parks, not "parking lots". Thank you.
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31'st August, 2012
09:20

Is there a browser plugin which will remove all the Mature
Dating UK ads I keep seeing on YouTube?

11:10

Just received a mystery call from a guy who simply said "it's
not clicking in" before putting the phone down. Maybe try
again?

13:32

RT @uniofleicester Progress in search for King Richard III
exceeds all expectations – update report. http://t.co/JD99a0iy

15:56

Congrats on the Android launch of @CoachsEye. Could see
this working nicely with Sony's new ActionCam:-)
http://t.co/n3Kp0yD2

20:01

"@JohnFMoore: Nearly Half of Harvard Government Class Is
Suspected of Cheating - Education - GOOD
http://t.co/5aQ0dnfj" <bks, notes, essay!

20:13

RT @NASA Blue Moon. In honor of Neil Armstrong, share
your moon photos tonight on Google+ #WinkAtTheMoon.
http://t.co/DnXc2LzK
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September

1'st September, 2012
11:29

Leicester Pride March is on the move.. http://t.co/Y7hYrGZR

11:56

@alextomo If you ask Atos in a proposal including figures to
show how a response would help meet their revenue targets it
would help:-)

15:22

Loved the intro to the Resident Evil trailer with Sony laptop
from 'Stuart'...

15:41

Watching GB ladies beating Brazil ladies in the basketball on
the big screen! http://t.co/21CXACsm

15:48

Sticking to my pledge to never again buy Lacoste shoes. Well,
if I see a pair I like but..

16:07

Update for the Richard III dig attached (pic iow) ...
http://t.co/g2bfTYe1

16:33

RT @theollymann If you’ve ever wondered what a load of
Germans watching the world’s most powerful TV looks like,
here you go. #Sony_IFA http://t.co/O8aYyps5

16:35

From IFA: Sony VAIO Duo 11 “Surf Slider” impressions
http://t.co/57dquR7w #Sony_IFA
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16:38

Looking forward to IFA on Tuesday, shame didn't make it over
for the weekend's fun, but Leicester calls with updates on the
Richard III dig!

16:46

@Documentally How's IFA hanging? Hope you made it over
to my new buddies at Sony UK:-)

18:22

RT @OfficialFOXES FT: #lcfc 1 #bfc 0 - Ben Marshall's
second-half penalty ends Blackpool's unbeaten start. All the
reaction shortly at http://t.co/eLoTKtMa
2'nd September, 2012

16:21

http://t.co/CzG8fpJ7 Can I refer you for the role of EU head of
eBay social media, based in Zurich?

20:16

As I am going back to Berlin in 2 days I thought it wise to
watch 'Buffalo Soldier' again. Ah, the heady days of 1989
remembered.
3'rd September, 2012

07:17

On the train with a seat. That's smiles better!

09:41

Interesting story about Samsung and bloggers. You have to
be v.careful working with bloggers.

11:50

IFA 2012: Tim Page from Sony (Radio Interview):
http://t.co/y520FM8i <looking frwd to seeing Sony's exciting
4K TV in action tmrw! #Sony_IFA
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4'th September, 2012
05:53

@evgenymorozov Conventionally, 'The Industrial Age'.

05:54

@ruskin147 Have a great time in NY. It's Berlin for me.

06:44

RT @MirrorJames Tory MPs have already dubbed new Chief
Whip Andrew Mitchell "Christian Grey" #50shadesofreshuffle

20:51

RT @thisisleics King Richard III dig site in Leicester opens to
the public this weekend http://t.co/YQd7nCXq
5'th September, 2012

13:25

How I (try to) successfully manage stress (..and become
successful at the same time) http://t.co/mjiyWreW

14:50

No One Actually Read Facebook's IPO Prospectus Or Mark
Zuckerberg's Letter To Shareholders http://t.co/nhFV3XhW
<its not all about the money

16:08

@reevoo Hi, is there a way to objectively compare Reevoo
product reviews between countries (mkts) to help judge
marketing efforts?
6'th September, 2012

08:08

The holy grail, the bones of King Richard III. The ROI of social
media marketing?
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11:15

Proving social ROI with Adobe Social? Is the role of the
support consultants be key to its success? #SocialValue >post
http://t.co/itMfLD5n

20:15

I find myself walking around the flat muttering about the
French Gendarmerie.

22:26

RT @rossdawson A potentially big boost to the rise of social
commerce: eBay acquires Svpply http://t.co/JFBUBhKY
8'th September, 2012

13:25

Met the chief archaeologist at the Richard III dig today!
#Leicester http://t.co/pLtswalZ
10'th September, 2012

06:07

"@TedRubin: Hire for passion... you can always train
someone to have skills! #RonR" <easier said than done:-)

06:41

A nice blue sky pic of Leicester Cathedral, tkn on Saturday's
Richard III dig, just round the corner. #Leicester
http://t.co/oGSPtSav

07:06

State of the race: Advantage, Obama http://t.co/9Taws3JR<Romney's macro vs Obama's tailored
campaigning tactics..

14:31

7 Tips to Boost the Happiness Level of a Facebook Page
http://t.co/E1HfWMbL via @SPRTGeek
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17:15

I think someone walked past me today and joked about
'smelly engineers'. Really, that's really old school:-)

18:02

@SPRTGeek It's my pleasure Wayne, I'm looking for a tool to
measure sentiment on FB, so if I find one I'll be sure to post it
on your blog!

22:34

How Can Sony Unleash Innovation and Large-Scale Change?
- Forbes http://t.co/pugmKcI6 <start small, I say..
11'th September, 2012

06:39

Scenes from a commuter train window. #London
http://t.co/bNu8CuMV

06:56

@stuartmiles How about the 'iQuad' network as a contender!?

10:38

Ever get to that moment in time and space where only cheap
coffee will hit the spot?!

15:07

I just had a flashback where I was composing a detailed
community manager training programme at speed and under
time pressure. Cheers:-)

15:10

If I can find it in my external hard drive it becomes a 'flash
forward' to the agency I need to explain what I
want..#othersideofthefence

18:41

@willhanschell thanks for the follow. Trust that irisworldwide
are treating you well:-)
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12'th September, 2012
06:44

RT @JimmyConnors Andy Murray wakes up 2day as US
Open Champion. Congrats on 1st Grand Slam & a shout out
to coach Lendl for a job well done.

07:20

RT @jlampon The human remains found at #RichardIII dig
remain "largely intact" and the find is "mind-blowing" More on
way @bbcleaicester #breakfast now

13:14

@marsattacks After the so-called 'WAP is crap' days you
would have thought this wasn't such a tough one for FB to
call. Go figure!

17:28

RT @guardianscience Bones found under car park show
signs of violent death and curvature of spine. Is it Richard III?
http://t.co/yFMzRHMt

17:44

@bbcHIGNFY Thanks but I thought Leicester was, in the
words of no less a person than Terry Wogan, 'floating
somewhere above the M1'?!

17:49

RT @deweeeese best iPhone 5 feature: the new connector
plugs in either way, so now you don't have to try both ways
EVERY TIME

17:54

I must be the only tech person in twn who's got a phone with a
smaller scrn in the last couple o' months. Then again I come
from Leicester!
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18:02

RT @JamieIvory Seems the #iPhone5 is not going to have
NFC. Big decision, yet clearly one they haven't just
overlooked. Big call to make!!!

20:14

Some 29 pictures in total from the King Richard III Grey Friars
dig, set in the Saturday sunshine http://t.co/azypaAdI
#Leicester

20:47

RT @ruskin147 Oh dear - Apple a bit upset when I got this
phone out at their launch http://t.co/K3xaKNf6
13'th September, 2012

08:52

So just watched my first Anonymous hacker threat video, had
a cup of tea, unlocked my password, combed my hair, etc.

11:57

RT @sumdog A nice post from Mr Cornford's ICT Blog: "So...
how good is http://t.co/I1RTSGix?" http://t.co/yA9NyQVt

16:22

Channel 4 to broadcast hunt for Richard III
http://t.co/2Mxd8Gy5 via @C4Press #Leicester
14'th September, 2012

06:12

Up to Leicester tonite, please no jams on the M1 (Junction 21
exit) thanks!

09:29

http://t.co/hDYK0PgA Interesting to see Penna are hiring a
Snr Transformation Manager:-)

11:53

Not bad for a Friday - me self-potrait:-) http://t.co/srUxChBg
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17:33

Am I a man, or a mouse? Maybe a little magic beer is needed
to answer the question! #TGIF http://t.co/1yhPrIpL

20:06

http://t.co/nROqUZZY Wow, love the picture of my 3 former
bosses celebrating 10 years of healthy schools!

20:37

@mich8elwu And what about your fashionable trademark
cap?! As for me, now a data geek at Sony..I have my Olympic
socks http://t.co/Jzu3Zo11

21:37

@mich8elwu Hey Michael kudos to your wife! Sony data geek
= finding all the useful social data and figuring out how to drive
performance:-)

21:52

"@CNET: The Top 5 laptops under $600 are...
http://t.co/PpeTl0Z5" <Sony Vaio E's there, + it's the cheapest
one too at $449:-)
15'th September, 2012

09:33

My old school bus 'Confidence' whizzing past. #Leicester
http://t.co/Ev6uLNg2
16'th September, 2012

12:29

My super small idea for the mayor's Connecting Leicester
proj? Connect New Walk where its cut in 2 by King St. What's
yours? #Leicester

16:09

An hour before the train leaves, drinkikng Maisel's Weiss
beer. And you? http://t.co/D9bcB0ac
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17:22

@foxblogger So how come so fragile a defence in your view?

18:06

Just love how Ciao's Google ad listing is generated
automatically by search keywords! #pricecomparisonhumour
http://t.co/hiMfpnXq

18:06

RT @foxblogger @stuartgh A lack of competition hasn't
helped. Some might be a little more focused if they knew their
place in the side was at risk.

19:57

How To Evaluate Whether Or Not You Should Join A Startup
http://t.co/sfWTJjQw
17'th September, 2012

06:58

"@SirKenRobinson: The deeper layers of the Chicago
teachers' action: http://t.co/4UUpBWVs" <the UK's healthy
schools programme has lessons?

18:39

Oh no! My livestream link went down as I past U'ton Park;-)
http://t.co/3S8gourN
18'th September, 2012

08:35

@mich8elwu Thanks. Anyone I can to talk to @ Lithium about
monitoring/behaviour analysis functionality in prep for its
rollout with Sony EU?

15:05

Will the Winklevoss twins’ new community succeed?
http://t.co/w7AG1gXy via @sharethis
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17:00

@BlueFoxNews @foxblogger guts as well as glory required
by the sound of what you're saying, to put it another way:-)

17:00

@mich8elwu yep, cool, will be in touch. Which timezone are
you based in currently?!
19'th September, 2012

06:39

Kate Winslett vs Kate Middleton? I think Ms Winslett, while not
an official princess is 'ahead by a nose', as she appears to
have a GSOH!

07:04

Wonder which brewery is going to be first with a King Richard
III themed beer? #Leicester

07:06

@andy__levis On the contrary, that's why imho a GSOH is so
important!

07:21

"@andy__levis: @stuartgh we've gone to war over less ."
<LOL! See GSOH:-)

10:06

Richard III dig: Victorian builders 'were within inches of
Greyfriars skeleton' http://t.co/c5CSQ26f <what are the odds
of this?!

18:39

I believe Leicester City Football Club should pull their foxy
socks up and win tonite vs Burnley: yep, saying that as
passing West Ham!
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18:45

"@kate_day: Updating to iOS6. Is it sacrilegious to admit that
I find this endless updating malarkey rather tedious...?" <call it
iO6!
20'th September, 2012

05:59

RT @grantshapps 'Nudge unit' has saved taxpayer cash and
is now set to expand > http://t.co/XBSC0OXI

06:45

How about we all fly our flags at half-mast to honour the dead
police officers?

10:13

"When he was killed, they built a car park over him and forgot
where he was." Who is this primary school child talking about?
#Leicester

18:39

"@ChrisHusong: The 10 Best Things About iOS 6
http://t.co/Uw3Et33v" <nice. got to see the panorama pic
function this morning at Sony:-)
21'st September, 2012

06:08

From reading Twitter this AM apparently Russell Brand is a
really smart guy. And if you read the Sun that the police are
plebs. There u go!

06:37

"@DesignThinkers: Jim Hagemann: "it's hard to say but
Success is one of the biggest problems for innovation"
#dconfestival" <good spot!
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06:50

Objects may appear smaller...neat pic of plane on the way to
LHW this morning. We'll be there on the 18th!
http://t.co/Yexy6n1Y

07:21

"@Official_Tyrone: This wait is killing me! #iPhone5
@Highcross @Apple" <nip down to the Sony Store!

08:45

So thanks to MIT data scientist Alex Pentland I have a new
term for the credit crunch - the 'flash crash'. More tech, more
alliteration:-)

10:24

RT @edge Xconomy: Of all the articles I’ve read about “big
data” recently, one stands out as particularly enlightening...
http://t.co/j8cEFnox

17:19

@BarackObama thanks, and I have changed in those 4 years
+ thanks to working for a super organised US company it
made that change happen:-)
22'nd September, 2012

10:34

Big queue outside the Richard III dig site in Leicester this
morning. Artifacts on display in the Guildhall. #Leicester

16:18

So everyone's still teasing Apple about iPhone5 maps. Why
not just walk into an Apple shop and type Apple+Anonymous
into Safari and watch!?

16:52

"@lymeslice: Hands down #Perception is my new favorite
#TV show. Cannot wait for tonight's season finale! <launches
here soon. Looks good!
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23'rd September, 2012
15:57

I just ousted @cyberhippyuk as the mayor of The Pub on
@foursquare! http://t.co/mjkeSnP8

16:21

RT @OfficialFOXES FT: City 3 Hull 1 - A brilliant hat-trick
from @nuge101235 gives City a fourth straight home win.
Reaction soon at http://t.co/eLoTKtMa

17:36

RT @jowyang Sentiment measurement is so sick! Its totally
bad dude.
24'th September, 2012

05:58

@andy__levis As long as it elevates the Burberry brand baby
(Austin Powers voice) ..as long as it elevates the brand;-)

17:26

That's me on a Monday, wearing the first jumper of the
season (doubles up tp hide my double chin:-)...
http://t.co/3yj7eyCn

17:28

"@ATSV: Facebook: Old private messages that are meant to
be in your inbox are appearing on timelines due to a bug."
<wow, now that's poor!

17:29

@ruskin147 there are reports of a bug.

18:31

Um, anyone else see The Sun refer to #lcfc fans as 'Tigers
fans' in today's paper? Not the worst mistake in the world!
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25'th September, 2012
05:54

RT @StephenSidlo An interactive map shows exactly where
the 100-tonne tunnel boring machines are beneath central
London. http://t.co/WFUqis4z

05:55

"@Londonist: Crossrail's archaeological finds go on show
again http://t.co/r69dA28N" <bones of King Richard III up M1,
J21, Leicester:-)

05:59

@mich8elwu @jowyang Personally as a non-sci I like term big
data. Called out 'big data' as the nxt 'big thing' at a mtg just
yesterday;-)

17:18

Thinking about a summer holiday in Brno next year, partly for
nostalgia purposes, partly for the beer of course:-)

17:22

Another day over and out. Back to a bit of eastern London for
me! http://t.co/t6qPD1kt
26'th September, 2012

06:39

Clegg talking about cutting benefits for the elderly wealthy. I
was wondering if something like that might happen. We're all
in it now:-)
27'th September, 2012

09:29

"Big data gives your business a sixth sense of your
customer's needs." Quote me:-)
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15:37

RT @richardbranson It might surprise you to hear this, but
The #SexPistols were nice young lads, basically
http://t.co/hvgepUPy

17:17

OK so I am carrying a ton of super duper camera equipment
for customer review. Not that you'd guess from the wrapping I
have hidden them in!
28'th September, 2012

19:12

Got the Shutterbug camera badge on 4SQ for pics at Victoria
Coach Stn. No super models in sight:-)
29'th September, 2012

09:52

RT @LE1Market #StrictlyVintage clothing fair is on now at the
market. Get down & grab a stylish bargain ready for tonight

09:58

http://t.co/51ty3m3K < disclaimer: I used to work in med
imaging, now work for Sony:-)
30'th September, 2012

12:41

Out of date apps litter the App Store: why isn't Apple doing
more? http://t.co/INwT64Yr

16:17

A year ago I went to Samsung's media agency Cheil for a
chat. One year on I am working on a global project for Sony.
But right now its beer!
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18:35

First conker of autumn for me. http://t.co/We0ClZW2
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October

1'st October, 2012
06:38

Hilarious Tube moment when tall lady lurches bakwards and
treads on my foot to 'stop herself' and the guy says 'are u ok?'
to the lady. LOL

09:48

History question: The destruction of Japan in 1945 was
beneficial in so far as it removed stagnating feudal culture.
Discuss.

18:01

There's a danger in the way we put 'charity' on such a
pedestal, of which the way Jimmy Saville appears to have
exploited it is a prime eg.

18:33

So to a joke acronym. How about NSPCP? National Society
for Putting Charities on a Pedestal? No?

18:38

OK I admit, I have worked with charities from Mental Health
Media through to the National Autistic Society so the joke's on
me too:-)
2'nd October, 2012

07:20

Strange circular line in cloud over Weybridge. Is it UFOs?!
http://t.co/Rob5CFwp

14:56

RT @EY_Growth "Innovation distinguishes between a leader
and a follower." #EYInnovation #QOTD
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16:56

@CoxeyLoxey thanks for the explanation for the circular line
in the cloud; I have heard of 'stacking' over LHR but never
seen its remains!
3'rd October, 2012

06:43

I had to reprimand another lady after she v.nearly 'fell' onto
me on the Tube. What is it with these ladies? What happened
along the way?

07:22

RT @HazMau5 goals (Huddersfield v Leicester).avi:
http://t.co/HF8DhE3p via @youtube all i can say is wow. #lcfc

09:14

Want a 'complexity heuristic' without having to read a big
book? How about 'complexity and simplicity are two sides of
the same coin'. Boom!

09:17

Want to know how to use that complexity heuristic without
having to read the manual? If something is complex, it can be
made simple. Easy!

09:27

Want an eg? Scope a problem, break it down into its
component parts. Re-assemble the parts to make a whole.
You have now solved the problem!

09:56

Want a practical complexity heuristic? My 3 tweet answer:
http://t.co/OFLoIS9a #complexity #heuristic #business

18:42

RT @ThePCCLondon JOHN CARPENTER ALL-NIGHTER |
Halloween, TheFog, TheThing, EscapeFromNew York,
TheyLive | Sat 20th Oct, 21:00 | Info: http://t.co/dkECc0dD
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4'th October, 2012
05:59

"@j_freedland: Risk that in next debate Obama lurches into
Gore-style over-correction and comes out uber-aggressive"
<and thus, so ironic;-)
5'th October, 2012

06:48

Occam's Razor def: "one should not increase, beyond what is
necessary, the number of entities required to explain
anything". <Ockham Stack!

06:59

RT @jlampon Morning all! It's 50 years since the Fab 4
released their first hit 'Love me do' - but what's your favourite
Beatles song?

07:18

'The Boy Who Led Them', by George Chittenden. Could be
worth a read - tale of treasure lost + found..

17:15

My lucky aunt tells me she rode in the Aston Martin used in
Goldfinger complete with all the gadgets. #WorldBondDay"
6'th October, 2012

14:31

For the observant Memphis protestor Jacqueline Smith
appears in a b/w photo in the coach's office in doc film 'The
Undefeated'. Beat that!

14:37

RT @OfficialFOXES #lcfc 1 #bcfc 0 - David Nugent's 5th goal
of the season opens the scoring. Follow it live at
http://t.co/TqqqdoVP
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14:42

@rupertmurdoch time to place a bet?
7'th October, 2012

09:55

Just champion http://t.co/FaRPUJSE <my father's croquet
time wins promotion!

11:39

Nice Chaz n Dave train ad...mine is 'Gertcha self up to Lesta'
seeing as I live in East End in the week:-) http://t.co/aWtKesao

16:21

@lang_lang nice!

17:59

Funny whenever you reply to a person tweeting they're stuck
in an airport/traff jam/ they always reply 'yeah, on the
plane/jam cleared' LOL!

18:09

"@t3dotcom: Sony Xperia T review: http://t.co/Iz0k6nHH" <to
the person who said they want Xperia T but don't know if it's
good, pls read!

19:08

@joncstone where 'modest' = 'normal' at least in the
statitically correct def of 'normal' if not the colloquial sense:-)
8'th October, 2012

06:42

If the CIA can fund abstract art in the Cold War can't the
Conservative Party back gay marriage in the War vs Terror?
#thenxtstnissurbiton
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07:16

RT @TEDxHelvetia RT @nadiarahali: My Jazz Crush
@yaronherman //Three Note Symphony: Yaron Herman at
TEDxHelvetia: http://t.co/XgrlIznT

07:47

@dahowlett your socks match the decor rather well.

07:50

RT @benjaminellis: Finally... A revolution in business cards :
NFC business card from MOO http://t.co/PoIl0CEi <hmm, it's
Xperia T time:-)

10:22

Reality is sooo cross-platform:-)

16:51

Why Is Twitter's Search For A French Country Manager
Turning To Merde? http://t.co/vEbjS3WU <did they try
http://t.co/2sxuWITb FR's CM ey?

17:45

There's. Nothing. Like. Listening to the Soviet National
Anthem to drown out the chit chat of your fellow commuters:-)

18:46

"@TechCrunch: Google TV Update Brings Google Play
Music, Movies & TV, Plus More Features For Developers
http://t.co/25Sl40r7 <yep, yep, app.

22:31

RT @richardbranson Just met Huey_Lewis_News getting out
of the hotel lift in NY. Have you met anyone fun today?
#backtothefuture
9'th October, 2012
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05:59

How did the fox cross the zebra? By walking over the zebra
crossing like my local fox did this morning. Bet that fox and
you'll be famous!

07:06

£'s to give up right to sue your boss? I already signed them
away in my severance agreement:-)

18:37

@tim_weber activist first, girl second:-)
10'th October, 2012

06:43

Spotted a crow, star and crescent moon lined up diagonally in
the early morning sky. Then crossed paths with a Red Admiral
butterfly. Next?

07:08

Warning over middle-class parents' alcohol habits
http://t.co/Ly2MBn1k <<one of them cyclical stories, like the
threat to red squirrels;-)

14:05

@StockTwits Say Apple (AAPL) has a big indus event, +
shares rise nxt day. Is that down to the event - all else being
equal (occam's razor)?

17:43

Done some data wrangling today and eaten chocolate cake.

18:03

@RevKevKing @foursquare Kevin King > Caffeine King :-)

18:45

http://t.co/QwQBDuKC check out the history of Leicester talk
from last week, thanks to the audio recording. #Leicester
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12'th October, 2012
06:49

"I'm always doing things I can't do. That's how I get to do
them. Pablo Picasso" <start work on that which stops u doing
things u can't do!

12:19

EU won the Nobel Prize, nice! Reminds me of 7hr flight-chat
with VIP peacenik, hilarious to C passengers left shrinking into
their seats;-)

13:12

BBC News - Nobel Peace Prize awarded to European Union
http://t.co/N9BDCL7G <pls see my previous tweet for my 7hr
contribution to peace:-)

23:31

"It’s a simple lesson but if you can learn to be yourself – the
most positive form of yourself – then good things tend to
happen.” <true:-)

23:50

@Dre_Pharoah a surreal moment, or a reality bubble?!
14'th October, 2012

09:41

Leicester Marathon runners running up New Walk in the
October sunshine! #Leicester

16:21

@PropagandaLeic puff the magic dragon?

19:24

RT @NewStatesman A man just jumped off a balloon in
space. GIF: http://t.co/DdCu9i8i
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15'th October, 2012
06:34

I see there's a report that the 'war on drugs' isn't working. So
another cyclical story like the threat to red squirrels?

06:55

"@evgenymorozov: Who knew that Mark Mazower is not a
fan of Clay Shirky? The club is expanding!
http://t.co/dOaaLAuw" <more red squirrels:-)

07:04

Confusing tactics and strategy? Apply organisation and
positive choice. Then the right approach will present itself.
OK, it's just a theory!

19:13

"@timlad: “@tech_intel: White Paper: Actionable Social
Analytics for 2012: ï¿¼ http://t.co/Lo7Cw9aY” @stuartgh ?"
<cool, i'll tk a look:-)
16'th October, 2012

06:09

RT @BBCLeicester A former nuclear missile launch site in
Rutland has been given the same protected status as stately
homes. More with @jlampon on 104.9FM.

06:42

"@BBCr4today: Today's presenters are John Humphrys and
@naughtiej. Follow the programme and have your say via
#r4today" <thank you

07:02

CEO of Sony is in town next week. I've already submitted my
'Q' for the 'town hall mtg' about how can staff support CEO-led
biz change:-)
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17:40

'No conflict' with for-profit rescue - James Drummond, group
CEO of Avincis, told the Today pr... http://t.co/jnKND4nK"
<congrats James:-)
17'th October, 2012

06:50

Hilariouus, I stopped one beggar at Barking by pointing to the
beautiful blue sky, and then it inspired another beggar, came
running over;-)

07:54

@BookMarkLee @twowitwowoo IMHO lottery is driven by
'dumb' luck. Psychics = driven by 'smart' luck. Looks the
same, but it ain't the same:-)
19'th October, 2012

12:12

Staying at the Golden Tulip at Brussels Airport was nice, with
good footie on TV, & woke up to see a 'Looper'-type cornfield
next door:-)
20'th October, 2012

15:41

They're selling a Dinky Junker Stuka Dive Bomber toy for 95
Euros in a Brussels antique shop. Had one as a boy!
http://t.co/PG76LGcO
21'st October, 2012
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06:25

RT @foxblogger Leicester's first draw of the season puts the
Foxes top of the Championship overnight for the first time
since April 2003. #lcfc

07:39

Hague seeks [young] recruits to break the code of hackers
http://t.co/oTRQWQ1o

22:23

Didn't expect a pro-Assad demo in Brussels today incl 2
cheeky ladies holding a pic. The generic crowd shot instead?
http://t.co/J0ACqqts
22'nd October, 2012

06:52

@ICAEW's Anita Monteith on "ill-judged" child benefit cuts
policy http://t.co/HPJztQSn

07:12

RT @N0tAaronRodgers Apparently neither Romney or
Obama know how this country works... Who schedules a
debate at the same time Monday Night Football is on?

07:28

Oops just past a van with 'Jem'll fix it' slogan. Guess that's not
so cute now.

09:28

On reflection seeing the two Syrian chicks cuddling up to a pic
of Assad has kinda struck the unusual tone for the week:-)

10:49

@CoxeyLoxey @stuartgh Coming into land from Brussels
y'day I saw our plane in a stack over NE London on the British
Airway's monitor. Neat!

22:37

upgraded my google tv to get google play:~)
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23'rd October, 2012
05:51

RT @SonyPicturesSG RT this! SG #Bond fans, catch the
#Skyfall 007 Royal World Premiere Live Stream tonight
11:50PM SGT at http://t.co/kJyhaUB9

15:34

Watching Socialbakers Engage 2012 - some useful goings on
- catching up with the SB crew in C-Garden later:-)
http://t.co/nRSfBbG5

17:02

RT @uniofleicester Key figures in Richard III search tell of
‘huge shock’ of skeleton discovery http://t.co/ySGO8xaw
#dig4richard

17:16

"@guardian: L'Aquila quake scientists: creating scapegoats
will cost even more lives http://t.co/z6BKqzkc" <wow, didn't
expect that news..

17:39

On that scientists jailed story I hope the bravery of scientists
might get a little more coverage now?

19:25

RT @jeremywaite @AboveTheStatic You've been quoted in
my #Storify story "Twitter Highlights: @SocialBakers
Conference #Engage2012" http://t.co/5HV47EuI
24'th October, 2012

06:47

Marketing Sony + Skyfall? http://t.co/eJifel9E <See my blog
http://t.co/4NtNbtug for alt way to promote multi-products
using social media.
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07:54

@socialbakers analytics on view ready for the CEO of Sony
today, highlighting benchmarking vs EU competitors.
http://t.co/e4LFbCgv

08:25

Just suggested a 'customer servility' idea for a Sony product
launch. I think I may have caught the servility bug!

17:24

@JonnieMarbLes I guess they went in the same rubbish bin
as the printers they use for reservation txts!

17:33

RT @SciAm http://t.co/5LvK5RB5 <study on whether men +
women can just be friends. Kind of dull topic imho:-)

17:34

RT @SciAm http://t.co/5LvK5RB5 <study on whether men +
women can just be friends. Kind of dull topic imho as it all
depends:-)

18:35

RT @jamiesont For those people in America struggling to
understand Jimmy Saville, just imagine Charles Manson as
host of Sesame Street.

19:13

@jowyang I had a twitterfall of all Sony comments running
today on the big screen:-)

19:18

RT @Techmeme BREAKING: Salesforce Laying Off Radian6
Employees and Executives (@knowltonthomas / Techvibes)
http://t.co/JpTFTe6F http://t.co/VIqry1Di
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25'th October, 2012
06:56

Good piece about Jimmy Saville case by Allison Pearson
http://t.co/1JTKFZuv <I wonder where this is all heading?

09:00

Meeting FB in a few days to find out about their new solution
for tech biz, for launching products. Better get a haircut then:-)

12:43

Microsoft's CEO Mr Ballmer chatting to @ruskin147 with new
tablet? I once saw Ballmer's biz card @icaew as key online
cmty partner:-) #cmgr

13:10

Makes me want to buy a Walkman! Over 110K views making
Sony DE's silent party video 'top of the pops', 2nd viral in DE
http://t.co/RV3yBQuf

18:14

I just ousted Queron W. as the mayor of Barking Dog
(Wetherspoon) on @foursquare! http://t.co/arPSUEEJ
26'th October, 2012

14:06

Just spotted a nice dark green Triumph Herald waiting for the
bus at the Heights, Brooklands:-)
27'th October, 2012

09:51

BBC News - Richard III dig: MPs discuss cities' claim to bones
http://t.co/TW57owGQ <pending confirmation the bones are
from King R.
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16:01

Life don't get any more glam than q-ing at Wilkinson's on
Saturday, after hearing your team is losing 2-0 at home!
http://t.co/KWZDCG8v

16:09

Nice witches' costume though in the Wilkinson Hallow'en
catalogue:-) http://t.co/0xczH7Xf

23:14

After watching 'Dark City' it's neat to get an email re: cocktails
saying: "Catherine and I regret we will be unable to attend."
What?
28'th October, 2012

10:02

Looking at multivariate regressional analysis and complexity
approach and listening to 'Straight Outta Lynwood'..

18:07

Organisation + discipline = *sharper*. #lcfc
29'th October, 2012

07:42

@cherishedbyme I did that once in the middle of the night,
dressed for school. Tk 40 yrs to figure out how to not take
school soo seriously!

18:50

RT @HuffPostUK Richard III to be buried in Leicester
cathedral, government confirm http://t.co/KNbidey9

19:07

OK I found a dime in the bottom of my North Face Bigshot
rucksack. I am a long way from the US of A. Did it jump in?
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21:36

Watching Top Gear | 50 Years of Bond Cars: A Top Gear
Special - and thinking why didn't they use a Tesla Roadster
for 'Skyfall'? Sorry A.M.
30'th October, 2012

07:20

@markbean @VanityFair I reckon educating a hot bimbo
would be more fun than persuading a smart obese lady to
shed the pounds! Just joking:-)

07:50

In sympathy with BBC journos right now with the Jimmy
Saville fallout. Been there.

18:27

I just became the mayor of Diggers trail on @foursquare!
http://t.co/jO3QxxK7

18:48

Dont u just love when ppl try and wind you up with sneaky
comments? I guess they're are just trying to connect with their
inner child!

19:39

The perfect storm has the perfect picture.
http://t.co/5TtsOVCL
31'st October, 2012

06:50

@williamheath yeah but at least you can wear a Haiwain shirt
to work at the DEA right?

06:57

@evgenymorozov maybe Amazon saw the scifi comedy
'Galaxy Quest' and thought "never give up, never surrender"
yes yes yes (on reviews)?!
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07:02

First ever kestrel spotted over West Ham this morning. The
kestrel used to be the emblem of the Young Ornithologists
Club (or YOC for short)

14:45

Making the Cotton Mill in Leicester my US election night HQ.
Drop by and say hi if you're in the locale. Maybe fun!
#Leicester

17:58

@RossIGrant Does anyone work out how much cash the likes
of Comedy Fest brings into Leicester I wonder?
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November

1'st November, 2012
07:01

Waiting for the tube train I was thinking that I should get a
haircut before watching Skyfall on Saturday:-)

09:54

My colleague was on the train out of Wimbledon that hit
someone yesterday; this AM heard someone on the only train
was running on time.

10:43

@BookMarkLee How about examples of accountants who
have helped hi-tech cool startups succeed?
2'nd November, 2012

09:12

@BookMarkLee My pleasure. I went to the book launch of
@ericries 'Lean Startup' earlier this yr. Got me wondering
about 'lean accountants'..

09:29

I am not celebrating my birthday on Monday, sorta paused to
Wednesday when I have a good excuse to 'get out of Dodge'
and get to #Leicester.

11:54

What are Social Media KPIs? http://t.co/jscMMrtZ <see, it's
easy when u know how:-0

14:14

Quest to crack secrets of lost D-Day pigeon via @Telegraph
http://t.co/XoCxCW4a <make them public, first one to crack
the code is hired!
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18:07

Admiring the pics uploaded to 4Sq for Victoria Coach Stn:
inspired by tip 'one of the most depressing places on earth'.
http://t.co/ZUUfkehP

21:09

Impressive snogging going on in one doorway on Gloucester
Place W1 this eve, spotted from our coach:-)
3'rd November, 2012

11:45

I'm at The Corn Exchange for my breakfast sins! (Market
Square, Leicester) http://t.co/hBrnxDAn <sounds like Tigers'
game's gonna be good:-)

12:46

RT @philsimms “@Gally_7: Match day .. Lets go and get 3
points .. #lcfc” indeed Gally good to be back? Got an eye got
goal today?

15:30

"@OfficialFOXES: #wfc 1 #lcfc 0 - Almen Abdi puts Watford in
front from Forestieri's clever pass. 14 mins" <come on
#Leicester!

18:17

Just watched 'The Five Year Engagement' and enjoyed the
old donut question. The academic answer is based on
premise there is a right answer.

18:19

But the University of Life teaches you, that old donuts can be
a good choice. It's knowing when that really counts. OK, more
donuts pls:-)

21:23

I just bought: 'Breaking Bad - Season 4 [DVD]' by Bryan
Cranston via @amazonuk http://t.co/3HzS1QqA
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4'th November, 2012
11:38

So has "that's so Jimmy Saville" entered the cultural lexicon
yet?

19:12

"@willperrin: Skyfall was good fun. Real pastiche. The last 20
minutes a homage to the horror classic 'Dog Soldiers' (oddly)"
<nice DS ref!

20:01

Loving the promo posters for the new Coen Bros film 'Gambit'
- with slogan 'The Con is On'. Opens 21st Nov in UK, OK?
5'th November, 2012

07:36

Happy Souls to the Polls Day. Have a slice:-)
http://t.co/dNNrOEla
6'th November, 2012

07:57

'Show Me The Money!' - Why Most Social Strategies Fail: We
Need Our Jerry Maguire Moment http://t.co/BrQXvjeM <why is
this so difficult??

08:03

"@BBCBusiness: Profits fall at Marks and Spencer
http://t.co/pGtDKxaH" <pink and green hoops, have u got
anything in pink and green hoops?

08:03

RT @BBCBusiness Profits fall at Marks and Spencer
http://t.co/AVKNDnEL
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10:03

I'm attending SDLs Customer Commitment Framework Event
http://t.co/XldRJz4M #constantcontact #CCFLondon

14:29

RT @MzHaveItAll #WhoShouldGoVoteToday .....if you're
black U should go vote becuz our past generation went thru
straight hell 4 our rights to #Vote

17:49

RT @foxblogger Bolton v Leicester: The Foxes are looking to
avoid 3 consecutive league defeats, they haven't lost 3 in a
row since 2010. #lcfc

21:28

RT @lang_lang I sat down with legendary journalist and
interviewer, @CharlieRose last week. Watch the video here:
http://t.co/6gBUX3aY

21:51

2 v.cool things from Sony. #1 TV series 'Breaking Bad'. #2
PS3 for distributed computing used by Stanford's 'Folding
Home' for med research.

22:22

Wow there's some pretty powerful tweets + instagram use
around the US Election today;-) I might just twitterfall the eve
away..
7'th November, 2012

08:03

'Angry' white voters lost it for Romney and minorities won it for
Obama. In UK the 'angry' white vote is firm, and minorities are
just that!
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08:29

@adamcranfield Wow, what's the most American thing you've
ever done? Me, investigate the assasination of MLK in 1998
with backing of BBC:-)

08:41

@adamcranfield er, I made a stack of those in 1986 working
in the sweaty kitchen of NH's 'Camp Robin Hood' summer
camp, believe it or not;-)

08:45

@simonewatkins15 wow, your revenue generating spam
reminds me I need to get my 'Romney on', get organised, and
make some real money: $$$

08:49

Thinking about it (after breakfast, and a coffee) I should me
the next GOP candidate. I have many of the crossover
credentials they need:-)

08:55

RT @RichardWiseman US election exactly as I predicted last
week! RT @richardwiseman I predict Obama will get 303
votes, Romney 206

10:26

Dont try to cross the Welford Road today, the York Rd
pedestrian crossing is just being taken out of action:-)
#Leicester

10:28

Funny how the same self-control which made Romney excel
in business also held him back in the presidential race. CEOs
take note;-)

10:57

What Sony should do is get a person in store like Jessops in
Leicester run through how the camera works. #Sony
#Leicester
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15:05

@coffeemarketing nice one: and just to be sure i 've started
reading 'Social Media ROI' by Mr Olivier Blanchard..hope I
finish it b4 2013:-)

18:25

RT @Dayngr {Big data wins again!} Triumph of the Nerds:
Nate Silver Wins in 50 States http://t.co/z9GJooyn

18:34

@Channel4News Hmm, the way Clive Dunn said it there was
no comma btwn 'speak' and 'sir':-)
8'th November, 2012

07:31

@coffeemarketing @Alterian thanks I'll take a look:-)

18:15

A Decisive Win for Liberalism, But Not a Permanent One
http://t.co/4Zc8VllH via @motherjones

19:14

Guy I know says he ran over a black cat, but when he looked
it had gone. Another guy said maybe he imagined it. That's
even worse, I said;-)
9'th November, 2012

07:00

@BBCLeicester @jlampon so popular http://t.co/92ESZhP6
for maths games? Created by Leicester born entrepreneur
Andrew Hall (yep, my bb:-)..

07:40

In defence of the lady van driver who knocked Wiggins off his
bike I was once knocked off my bike by a Mr Valentine. Sexy
lady doc at Barts!
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07:44

RT @mowords NCVO win the Innovative Campaign of the
year award from Public Affairs News for the Give it Back
George. Well done @ncvochlo @voinonen et al

07:58

Sony's exec Tim Schaaf, to step down. He says he learned a
lot from being 'hacked'. http://t.co/qsebv6vL <I'm more
organised since eBay Inc.

08:17

@KellySanter @ajjoshi thanks Kelly: my #entrepreneur bro' is
off to USA to learn, with Scots' gov grant. But what funding is
in #Leicester?

09:55

Friday quiz “being ‘interactive’ has become an important
measure of the ability to govern”. Which country?
(http://t.co/ty1Ib1ju if no clue)

10:00

OK, 2nd clue. Which top ten largest org in the world have both
declared problems with their 'comms' this week. One is the
NHS. The other is?

13:41

RT @InspBillKnopp Male arrested last night on suspicion of
Burglary property recovered using iPad tracker. Great use of
softwear

17:43

Left work with a Cadbury's chocolate, a beer glass from
Berlin, and fish n chips at Victoria to come!

18:31

RT @TheOliverStone .@NewsTweet77 @ggreenwald Untold
History series airs on Sky Atlantic in the UK in early 2013. The
book just came out in the UK this week.
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10'th November, 2012
12:02

http://t.co/8DXblVoQ A large-scale community structure
analysis in Facebook:-)

13:35

Player banned for smearing blood on opponent’s face
|http://t.co/pqqeP02U <helps t0 understand BR culture if u r
doing biz there:-)

15:10

@Honesty_Shop yep, I believe it helps to understand both
sides of the culture if you want to make money in Brazil:-)

15:56

@Honesty_Shop @WhiteMulberries @StKats House of
Westminster? Pass it on the train to Weybridge every day:-)

16:32

@Honesty_Shop @WhiteMulberries @StKats maybe St
Pancras?

17:04

If u r on a sustainable energy tariff with British Gas and move
to Fix and Fall to save money u r no longer on a green tariff.
Just checked!

19:28

RT @grattongirl A book must be an ice-axe to break the seas
frozen inside our soul. ~Franz Kafka

19:29

@sunnysingh_nw3 write to live!

19:38

I love all these social medias gurus pumping out content but if
its really passion that's driving it, then where's the 'eureka'
moment hey?!
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11'th November, 2012
12:43

RT @uniofleicester History could be rewritten if remains of
Richard III have been discovered, say Leicester historians
http://t.co/9wcwvuaq #dig4richard

20:55

@SteveMartinToGo I'd like to tell you something amusing, but
as I am sitting in the 'Barking Dog' pub in Barking that will
have to do:-)
12'th November, 2012

07:47

RT @kate_day SmartWard, an app that aims to reduce
hospital paperwork, wins #swlondon competition hosted by
@Telegraph. V impressive http://t.co/k9gqNGDk

08:33

Xmas is a coming, I know 'cause there's a big tree with a big
red bow around it in Covent Garden. #London
http://t.co/Yk3duM4y

09:37

RT @ICAEW RT @economiamag: Government creates new
roles for entrepreneurs in government to advise on #SMEs
http://t.co/RODwj3dn #GEW
13'th November, 2012

07:48

RT @LogicEnergy Latest remote solar energy monitoring
project done in Woking. http://t.co/Z0qn8RO
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08:02

OK. "..and the people who understood the details would get
frustrated by the top-down ambiguity and falter or leave"
http://t.co/85q9BPbP

14:19

Sony NEX 5R presents: 'The Real Time Gallery' - What's On
In London http://t.co/XkwGAWGf via @allinlondoncouk

15:00

@stuartgh Sony NEX event is on Thursday nite, btw:-)
14'th November, 2012

08:02

Cryptic thought: I see the micro movements of the universe,
and they don't lie to me:-)

08:55

Morning roundup includes group of hari krisnas waiting for
know not what, and distant sound of ppl singing national
anthem. #London

13:32

"@richardbranson: ...What has Twitter done for you?
http://t.co/LnvnKg7Q" <it's organised my 'social intel' for all to
see:-)

19:09

@centralworking @socdevlon So thanks for tonight's social
developer london event, I will feed bk any good ideas to
Sony:-)
15'th November, 2012

07:22

Hanging out in the basement of a Fitzrovia based marketing
agency again today!
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18:06

Just got sent an Amtrak train ticket by mistake. I am going to
print it out and take it to Victoria Coach Stn tmrw for a joke:-)

20:39

Great watching the Sony Live Gallery event on my Google TV,
works really well.
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